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The complete and compliant 
choice for small or home office

BACKED BY  
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PROVEN RESULTS
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satisfaction  
rate
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A rich history 
of world-class  
leadership
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7 trillion  
personalized  
experiences annually



Are you ready for 
decertification?

On December 31, 2024, the 
USPS® plans to discontinue 
all postage meters that 
are not IMI (Intelligent Mail 
Indicia) compliant. 

Quadient’s iX-1 Series postage meter combines mail and parcel 
processing into one easy solution. With a full set of standard 
features and innovative apps, nothing delivers like the iX-1. 

IMI printing technology 
Perfect for your small business or home office, Quadient’s iX-1 has Intelligent 
Mail Indicia (IMI) printing technology, soon to be a mandatory requirement 
of the USPS®. While most postage meters today generate IBI (Information-
Based Indicia), IMI technology offers enhanced security and increased postage 
accuracy.

Take the guesswork out of postage 
With a standard 10 lb. scale, the iX-1 can automatically weigh and calculate 
postage values guaranteeing you pay the correct amount for every item you 
send, every time. Never guess the price or overpay for postage again.

Avoid time-consuming trips to the post office
Process mail and parcels from the convenience of your office. Access over  
50 USPS® rates and services including First-Class Mail®, Priority Mail® and 
Certified MailTM. With an iX-1, you will receive timely USPS® rate updates and  
be able to print postage 24/7. 

Personalize your mail 
Increase open rates and help promote your business with ad slogans, custom 
text messages and company logos with just the click of a few buttons.

Streamline shipping processes with  
Neoship ADVANCED 
Quadient’s online shipping software enables multi-carrier shipping and so 
much more. Automatically compare rates across USPS®, FedEx® or UPS®* 
to find the lowest cost or fastest delivery time to get your parcels to their 
final destination. The single screen interface is easy to use, saves you time, 
and makes rate shopping a breeze. Neoship meets the latest USPS® IM®pb 
(Intelligent Mail® package barcode) requirements. Also receive the following 
benefits:

• Qualify for discounted postage rates with 
Commercial Base Pricing

• Get FREE address correction services
• Access FREE insurance - Priority Mail® (up to $100 

value) and Priority Mail Express™ (up to $100 
value) 

• Generate detailed reports based on shipment 
history/operator shipments/transactions

The iX-1 postage meter  
with its new sleek design and 
user-friendly interface is fully 
IMI compliant and  
USPS® approved. 

• Meet USPS® requirements

• Enhance security and 
ensure postage accuracy 

• Avoid interrupted mail 
service

Mailers are encouraged to 
adopt new machines by  
June 2024 in order to not 
miss the deadline. 

OUTGOING: IBI indicia example

NEW: IMI indicia example



Shortcut keys

Powerful performance in a compact design

Detachable 10 lb. scale

Rate Wizard

Greater weighing capacity for mail and parcels  
The iX-1 is equipped with a 10-pound scale that may be removed to accurately weigh larger items. Weigh a wide range of mail, 
including letters, flats, small parcels and more. From postcards to packages, this scale handles it all. 

Rate Wizard simplifies postage rate selection  
The Rate Wizard simplifies the process of selecting the correct postal rate and class for your items. With clear step-by-step 
instructions, the selection process has never been easier. 

Eliminate keystrokes with shortcut keys 
Shortcut keys are easy to program and save time enabling you to create one-touch access to your most frequently used rates  
and services. Choose the most commonly used postal rates as well as customize and save the settings for your most frequent jobs.

Easy set up 
The iX-1 postage meter comes with a quick assembly guide and “how-to-use” video tutorials to get you up and running 
in no time. Connect to any network through a high-speed LAN connection. Enjoy fast, automated statistic uploads, 
postage rate updates, and postage refills. 

Do more with a complimentary Myquadient account
This online portal helps you manage your postage account. 
Track postage usage, buy supplies, view and pay Quadient 
invoices right from your browser. Myquadient provides quick 
answers and the convenience of a one stop shop for all your 
postage needs.  
 
The perfect addition to your small business 
With its innovative design and amazing standard features,  
the iX-1 is the simple yet powerful choice to handle the mail 
processing and shipping needs of your small business  
or home office. Contact a Quadient mailing expert to learn more about the iX-1. 



WE’VE GOT
YOU COVERED
Quadient maintains a network 
of offices across the country to 
provide local customer support 
and trained technicians who 
are ready to assist you. You 
can be confident that when you 
need knowledgeable support 
or expert service, the point-of-
contact will be a Quadient office 
in your area consisting of a 
team of local professionals.

About Quadient® 
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences. By focusing on 
Intelligent Communication Automation, Parcel Locker Solutions and Mail-Related Solutions, Quadient 
helps hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide simplify the connection between people and what 
matters. For more information about our mail-related solutions, visit mail.quadient.com. 

Quadient® and the Quadient logo are registered trademarks of Quadient group AG. All other company and product names may be 
trademarks and are the property of their respective owners. All information in this document, including descriptions of features, 
functions, performance and specifications is subject to change without written notice at any time. www.quadient.com

SPECIFICATIONS 

Processing speed Up to 18 letters per minute (lpm)

Envelope minimum 3.5" x 5"

Envelope maximum 12" x 15" 

Envelope thickness 5/16"

Feeding capability Manual

Envelope orientation Landscape or portrait

Default rate settings Standard

Postage meter tapes Standard

Rate Wizard Standard

Rate shortcut keys 6

Job imprint memories 9

Weighing platform (integrated) 10 lb. standard. Can be removed for larger packages

Ad slogans 8

Personalized text messages 10 custom

Postal mail class inscriptions Automatic

Incoming mail date stamp Standard

4-digit PIN code Yes, up to 10 with optional account upgrade

Account tracking 1 account standard; 5 to 10 available

Online postage usage reporting Standard

Connectivity LAN Standard

Low ink email alerts Standard

OPTIONS

Neoship Available

Neoship ADVANCED (multi-carrier) Available

Quadient Postage Funding Available

Neostats Available

USB memory key Available

External USB printer Available

Connectivity/Wireless Available

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS Length x Depth x Height

iX-1 12.6” x 8.7” x 8.5”

iX-1 with integrated scale 8.6 lbs.

*Rate comparison is between the USPS® and FedEx®. UPS® is not included in comparison. UPS® rates, may be viewed separately.


